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Dear Friends, 

 

As ever, deadlines extended – and only now, post Storms Dudley and Eunice and 

Franklin, I am hoping to get this, our 6th newsletter, completed and signed off. 

Thanks to all of you who have submitted articles, including our ‘guest’ contribution 

from the newly formed Friends of Andromeda Botanic Garden, Barbados. Those of 

you who have been fortunate enough to visit Barbados will, no doubt, have paid a 

visit to the Andromeda garden – but possibly some of you will not have heard of this 

gem.  That oversight will be rectified once you have read Andrew Glover’s article. It 

will bring a much needed touch of warmth to these cold, wet and windy days. 

Once again I have some sad news to share.  Mike Hughes, the Head Gardener at the          

University of Durham Botanic Garden, died suddenly on New Year’s Day. Those of you 

who attended our first and only ‘face to face’ meeting in September 2019 will remember 

Mike as being a supporter of our Forum from the outset, and gave us a delightful tour 

of the garden after our meeting. He made us very welcome. Lynne McAdam, Durham Friends, has provided a short     

obituary and some photos.  

At our last meeting in January, it was exciting to note that many of your groups were anticipating being able to once 

again hold ‘live’ events. It has seemed to be another long winter – not much in the way of snow and ice – our experience 

last year – but seemingly more frequent storms. January was strange being, I gather, one of the driest Januarys on     

record.  I had to keep reminding myself when working in the garden that it was only January and not be getting ahead 

of myself!  The photos on this page show the Filo Pastry tree Polylepis australis at Logan Botanic Garden – as I saw it in 

May last year, and the other as it appeared after Storm Corrie – you can read about the impact of the storms on the 

RBGE  in this newsletter.  

It became evident at the January meeting that attendance of representatives from all members at the proposed meeting 

in Birmingham Botanic Garden in May 2022 was not going to be possible.  I, therefore, had to ascertain just how many 

of our members were going to be able to attend. I realised that many of you would be heading away on holiday or 

meeting up with family and friends – so I was delighted in response to my email that in fact we will be able to go ahead 

with the our second ‘live’ meeting. Caroline and I will be working on the detail over the next month or so. Please make 

sure that date is in your diary. And if you personally cannot attend perhaps you can encourage one of your committee/

group to come to Birmingham in your place.  Outstanding actions which I will be following up over the next few months 

include the drawing up of a draft constitution and the introduction of a Speakers’ Register.  

Meanwhile, in the RBGE, volunteers are beginning to return to the 

garden.  As a Garden Guide, I am delighted that we have been 

able to resume our snowdrop tours at the beginning of February – 

all of us a trifle rusty after a long two-year break. It was wonderful 

to take groups of aspiring galantophiles around the garden earlier 

this month. I hope you will soon be enjoying a lovely spring and 

very much look forward to meeting some of you in person in May.   

Best wishes 

 

Shiona  

Frontspiece: Correa (Australian fuchsia).   

Thwaite Botanic Garden. Jane Scorer 

Photo above: Shiona Mackie 

Photo below: Richard Baines 

 Photo 1 Polylepsis australis 

May 2021 

Photo 2: Polylepsis australis 

February 2022 
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University of Durham Botanic Garden 
 
 
 
The friends of Durham University Botanic Garden are very sad to announce that their 
Head Gardener, Mike Hughes, died on 1 January 2022. He was out running with some 
friends when he suffered a cardiac arrest….a shock to us all.  
 
 
Mike joined Durham University Botanic Garden in 1984, straight from school, as a Youth 
Training Scheme (YTS) trainee.  He became Head Gardener in 1998 and Garden Manag-
er in 2019.  
 
 
Mike was passionate about the garden…..totally dedicated…. and it is he that has made 
the Garden what it is today…..a beautiful space, enjoyed by all who visit, with an envia-
ble collection of flora from all over the world and many unusual and impressive art-
works. 
 
 
In September 2020 Mike received recognition from the Professional Gardeners’ Guild 
for loyal and outstanding service and over the last 37 years of his leadership, the Gar-
den has been recognised and rewarded by Northumbria Bloom and Britain in Bloom 
many times, usually a finalist and often winning this award. 
 
 
Mike was not only an outstanding gardener but also an excellent manager and teacher, keen to share his knowledge with 
anyone and everyone from the youngest child to the oldest visitor. During the COVID-19 pandemic lockdown, Mike 
demonstrated his dedication by writing a daily blog, uploading photographs of the garden and noting its development 
throughout that period. He did this for 300 consecutive days and it can be viewed at: http://
friendsofdurhambotanicgarden.org.uk/mike.html 

 
It was under Mike that the Garden grew into a place of great beauty over the years, as he encouraged and supported not 
only his staff but our own volunteers. He was always so involved with, and supportive of, the Friends….in every way…..that 
he will be sorely missed by us all. Mike was the Garden….. 
 
Our sincere condolences go to his wife, Heather, and daughter, Sally.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lynne McAdam 
Friends of the University of Durham Botanic Garden 
 
Photos: Fred Smith 

http://friends
http://friends
http://ofdurhambotanicgarden.org.uk/mike
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University of Hull Thwaite Botanic Garden 

 

ANTIPODEANS IN THE NORTH 

At Hull University Botanic Garden (AKA Thwaite Gardens), Friends are always interested to try plants otherwise uncommon or even 

unknown in the region. Unlike many of the gardens contributing in this magazine, there is no curator or resident garden staff at 

Thwaite other than basic maintenance from the University estates department. Although in some ways a great handicap, conversely 

to an extent this enables Friends to pursue their own interests within the garden. 

One project running for several years now are our “Antipodean/ Southern Hemisphere Borders”. Inspired initially by a Phormium 

collection, planted nearly 20 years ago by the University, we decided to expand this to include other species. Leading light in this 

regard has been our Chairman, Steve Howe, who has sourced most of the plants himself and has a general interest in ‘exotic      

gardening’. It must be said that the collection is somewhat eclectic, consisting mainly of New Zealand and Australian plants with a 

scatter of others. Certain antipodean plants have been ubiquitous, of course, for years – like assorted Hebe, Brachyglottis ‘Sunshine’ 

and so forth. To this list one could nowadays add Phormium, Cordyline australis and a few Eucalyptus species. However, our         

intention has been to focus on some of those less common, even experimental in our part of the UK. 

Our general experience of growing more tender plants in this part of the world is that in average to mild winters they are quite   

successful, even when grown, as ours are, in a relatively open microclimate. It is the occasional severe winter that, in the end, limits 

what can be grown. Whether one then describes such plants as ‘tender’ or ‘hardy’ might depend on one’s timescale and how     

rapidly the plants grow to fill their allotted space, or whether they can re-sprout if killed back and so on, rather than whether they 

can be relied upon to flourish indefinitely regardless of any climatic extremes that might occur. In our part of the world, drought 

can be as problematic as extreme cold, which affects the success of things like tree ferns (Dicksonia), for example. 

One of our beds is dominated by a soaring young Eucalyptus which was donated originally by a well-wisher as E. pauciflora. It is yet 

to flower, so its species is still to be confirmed. Around the base of this are a number of Grevillea and Callistemon species. Both are 

relatively uncommon in gardens here, though the narrow leaved Callistemon species like C. rigidus and linearis have survived,     

unharmed, through all but the worst winters in the past where they have been grown locally. Our rarer C. pityoides seems likely to 

flourish and several broader leaved, usually more tender C. 

citrinus varieties have done well for several years. Grevillea 

‘Canberra Gem’ has grown well in our region for a few   dec-

ades now and although still unusual is the best          estab-

lished of that genus here. We have planted                 G. ros-

marinifolia and what is generally known as                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

G. juniperina sulphurea. These are old stalwarts long grown 

in the south but rarely encountered here, doing well so far. 

We are also trying the more distinctive G. victoriae, with oth-

ers in the pipeline. 

The majority of the other plants are New Zealanders. The 

national flower of New Zealand is Sophora tetraptera and we 

have planted this plus one or two related ones. It is known 

to do well on sheltered walls in our region and is a stunning 

plant of great charm. We have included several of those pe-

culiar Pseudopanax species most people find either compel-

lingly attractive or almost repulsive as long as they remain in 

their extraordinary juvenile growth stage. I have heard them 

described as ‘like a dead Christmas tree’ by non-enthusiasts! 

New Zealand Tea Tree (Leptospermum scoparium) has many heavily marketed varieties, though it is unreliable in many ways here, in 

part because they dislike our usually alkaline conditions. However, their growth is so rapid, they are proving worthwhile in suitable 

soils. More worthwhile still might be the silver leaved species like L. lanigerum which grow in beds already overcrowded after a few 

years by neighbouring Corokia, Pittosporum and Muhulenbeckia. We need to do some thinning! 

Of particular charm in the last few winters have been a couple of Correa species. (See Frontpiece)Their name ‘Australian Fuchsia’ is 

well deserved, except that they bloom throughout winter. They were only slightly damaged last winter which was frostier than    

average here. Having been encouraged so far, Friends of Thwaite Gardens have a number of new genera to add, virtually untried in 

the region. These include several Lomatia species like the lovely L. ferruginea, worth growing for its foliage, even if it never flowered. 

Hakea, those extraordinary conifer-like other Proteaceous shrubs are also awaiting planting out. Needless to say, like everyone else 

we are trying the famous Wollemi Pine too. This has not done at all well to date. It is often tempting to assume an unusual plant 

like this is failing because it is ‘too tender’. Clearly in this case and perhaps many other such cases, there may be other reasons be-

sides climate. One should never assume the worst and never give up. 

 

John Killingbeck  

Photo: Grevillea—Jane Scorer 

Grevillea 
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Andromeda Botanic Gardens, Barbados  

Perched on a hill overlooking the Atlantic ocean, which you can briefly glimpse between mature frangipanis, palms and the wealth 

of trees from around the world that make up this delightful garden, Andromeda occupies 8½ acres about 300 yards from Tent bay 

at Bathsheba and sits on the boundary of the parishes of St. John and St. Joseph. It was created from the 1950s as a private          

botanical and pleasure garden around the home of Iris Bannochie and her first husband, Dr Harry Bayley, and is a collection of     

different plants from many tropical and sub-tropical locations, either collected by Iris herself, or given to her as gifts.  

1950’s Barbados was a land covered with sugar cane with no history of garden creation. Yet incredibly, Iris created a botanical     

landscape. She was a self-taught scientist, plant collector and gardener. 

She also planted trees and these make it seem as if the garden has been 

here forever. Iris created a landscape, one that seems very natural yet is 

completely woman-made. 

Andromeda was first opened to the public during a fund raising event 

hosted by the Barbados Horticultural Society (which she helped found) in 

the 1970s, and was subsequently bequeathed by Iris to the Barbados  

National Trust in 1988 so that her legacy could live on and be enjoyed by 

visitors from within Barbados and around the globe. In 2016 it became a 

Partner Garden of the UK Royal Horticultural Society, the only garden 

with such a status in the West Indies, and in October 2019 the garden 

received the Botanical Treasure Award from the Biological Education and 

Research Programme, in recognition of its biological diversity. 

Iris, herself, was born in Grenada in 1914 of Barbadian parents and, apart 

from her early childhood, lived all her life in Barbados. She married Harry 

Bayley in 1935 and worked very closely with him building the Bayley Diagnostic Clinic and taking on the roles of Hospital             

Administrator and Laboratory Technologist. Iris’s research included Bush Teas in Barbados and the vitamin C content of the         

Barbadian cherry, both of which are still quoted and referred to. Iris was also a founding member of the Barbados National Trust, 

Chairman of the Parks and Beaches Commission and for many years President of the Barbados Orchid Circle and the Barbados   

Horticultural Society. Harry Bayley died suddenly in 1958, and in 1964 Iris married John Bannochie. She was awarded the Veitch   

Memorial Medal, in 1977, by the Royal Horticultural Society for her contribution to tropical horticulture, and led the BHS in          

repeatedly winning gold and silver medals at the RHS Chelsea Flower Show. But in the summer of 1988 she suffered a stroke and 

died shortly afterwards, aged 73. 

The gardens are still owned by the Barbados National Trust but since 2014 have been leased to and managed by Passiflora, which is 

run by Sharon Cooke.  Sharon completed her post graduate diploma in garden design from the University of Wales while studying 

at the prestigious Inchbald School of Design in London. There is only one other gardener and a couple of occasional volunteers to 

look after the whole site, run reception, welcome visitors and manage everything! 2021 was a very trying year as, not only were there 

few visitors with the global pandemic, there was also the fallout of volcanic ash from St Vincent in April followed by a sudden      

tropical storm in June and Hurricane Elsa in July which caused further tree damage. 

We have been visiting the island and gardens for a number of years and have seen the ups and downs. Prior to Sharon taking over 

in 2014 the gardens were looking very neglected but we have seen the impact and passion that she has brought, as well as nursing 

the gardens through the difficulties of 2021. Sharon’s ongoing vision for Andromeda in 2022 is to create an ethnobotanical garden 

in 1-2 acres of the garden which is currently not open to the public. This has received some initial funding to help with ground   

clearance and will be developed as a community project to demonstrate water-wise gardening as well as careful plant selection. 

There is, however, minimal assistance from the Barbados NT and heavy reliance on visitors and donations. We, therefore, feel we 

want to provide financial as well as moral support and hence the idea of 

setting up a UK charity and Friends of Andromeda Botanic Gardens (FAB 

Gardens!) was conceived. We are just in the process of setting up this  

charity and getting HMRC approval. The primary aim will be fundraising, 

but in time we wish to develop stronger links between partner gardens, for 

education, awareness, and even work experience trips. So any ideas,      

suggestions or advice will be gratefully received.   

If you do ever get the chance to visit Barbados then do, please, ensure you 

make a visit to Andromeda you will be rewarded with stunning plants,   

delightful walks and a very warm welcome alongside peace and tranquillity. 

Andrew & Janet Glover 

Friends of Andromeda Botanic Gardens 
Registered Charity (pending) www.FABgardens.co.uk ; 
www.andromedabarbados.com  
Photos: Andrew and Jane Glover 

 

http://www.fabgardens.co.uk/
http://www.andromedabarbados.com/
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University of Dundee Botanic Garden 
 
 
Viewpoint project nears completion at Dundee Botanic Garden 
 
In an earlier article I introduced you to the Garden’s plan for a viewpoint over the River Tay sited on the south side of 
the Garden, and an accompanying building with surrounding landscape to provide rest space for the day-visitor and 
facilities for events held deep within the Garden. I can now report further on this project as it approaches completion. 
 
The contractor broke ground in early July and by late July the concrete foundations had been laid and allowed to dry 
and settle (figure 1). By mid-August work had started on the fabric of the building with this being substantially complete 
by early October. In the meantime, electricity was brought from the east end of the Garden where the workshops and 
greenhouses reside. This entailed digging a 300m long trench through part of the shelter belt of the Garden and was no 
small task. However, it has made available additional walking space within the Garden that provides greater intimacy 
with the shrubs and trees. The availability of power will permit the staging of large events and useful facilities for the 
day-visitor. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
            
           Figure 1: The rise of the building and its living roof from mid-July through mid-October. (Photos: M McGilchrist) 

 
 
 
A key feature of the building is its living roof, which was critical for ensuring the building complied with drainage requirements, and 
this was in place by mid-November. Measurements are being made to confirm its effectiveness. 
 
In a slight change to the plan, the patio area is now to be a decking area surrounding the building and should give a cleaner exit 
from the building to the outside. Work begun on this feature in early February (figure 2). A hedge of suitable height will now be 
placed at the front of the south-facing decking to give a natural and safe boundary for children and others. The original southern 
fence will now be upgraded as part of a separate and wider project within the Garden looking at boundary structures. 
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The landscaping and flora surrounding the viewpoint were previously described, but recent storms have brought some changes, 
which can in fact be viewed in a positive light. One large tree close to the viewpoint area was brought down during storm Arwen 
and has now been cleared. This loss, however, increased an expanse of lawn surrounding the viewpoint and its landscape, and will 
enable larger events to be hosted. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
    
 
 
                                                            
 
 
 
                                                        Figure 2: The surroundings of the building and its gallery space.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
The building inside will be completed as a gallery space outside of events and is to be named the ‘Tay View Gallery’. Those who 
rest here during their journey around the Garden can now dwell further on exhibitions of painting, photography, and woodwork. 
 
The building and viewpoint will receive a ‘soft’ opening by the start of spring with a full opening planned for July, when other     
projects within the Garden will also be complete, providing a period of stability for the visitor experience. Final touches, such as a 
scope for viewing the river and its environs, should also be in place by then. 
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Figure 3: Damage sustained by the Garden during recent storms Arwen and Malik/Corrie.  
Over 50 trees have been removed.  

University of Dundee Botanic Garden 
 
 
The Garden itself has experienced significant damage from recent storms Arwen and Malik/Corrie around the turn 
of the year (figure 3). Some 50 trees have had to be felled, roughly 40 through Arwen and a further 10 through 
Malik/Corrie. The unusual direction of the wind and dry conditions within the Garden are thought to have          
contributed to the high total. Even now, in mid-February, lack of staff from COVID and over-burdened outside ex-
pertise mean that some paths in the Garden are still blocked to visitors. 
 
 
 

 
Mark McGilchrist 
Friends of the University of Dundee Botanic Garden 
 
Photos: Mark McGilchrist 
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Oxford Botanic Garden 

News from the Garden 

The rather lacklustre spring and abbreviated summer brings to mind a musing on the seasons by A.A. Milne ‘The Year is arranged 

badly. Why should the days begin to get shorter at the moment when summer is fully arrived? Why should the evenings be drawing 

in when we are still having strawberries for tea? Already the oak trees have taken on an autumn look...’ No sooner had summer   

started in the Botanic Garden, autumn began to arrive in the trees. As I write this in September, the Katsura tree (Cercidiphyllum   

japonica) is beginning to emit its familiar caramel scent. 

Fortunately the weather has been kind to us at the right moments during our 400
th

 anniversary year, for example when HRH Prince 

of Wales visited the Botanic Garden in June. It was an honour and a privilege to be able to give a tour of the Garden to our patron. 

We take pride in the standard of the Garden, and on the day it was immaculate; I was immensely proud of the whole horticultural 

team. It was also pristine when we hosted the G7 Health Ministers for a tree planting to 

commemorate Oxford University’s role during the pandemic later in June. 

I would like to extend my thanks to our Friends, and all those who have given us support 

and encouragement throughout a particularly challenging time. I hope you have been able 

to enjoy the Garden as much as our celebrated guests. I don’t doubt that there will be   

challenges ahead but for now, the Garden has recovered its pre-pandemic vitality and there 

is a feeling of optimism throughout the collections. 

The Rock Garden in particular is flourishing under the care of Russell Beeton. Russell joined 

Chris Thorogood and I in delivering a tour for the Mediterranean Plants and Gardens group. 

In the last few weeks Russell has added a further 100 species to the Rock Garden collection, 

extending its coverage from eastern to western Mediterranean. 

Returning to A.A. Milne, another apposite quote comes to mind ‘Weeds are flowers too, 

once you get to know them.’ The pandemic has given many a chance to reconsider our   

immediate environment, and the importance of the wildlife on our doorstep. Our Botanic 

Garden’s conservation programme supports the recovery of rare native species. Jim Penney 

has been working with local stakeholders to re-establish vulnerable plants in appropriate 

locations around Oxfordshire.  

At the end of September, our apprentice Laura Quinlan will complete her apprenticeship 

and will be taking the next steps in her career. Laura has been exceptional and we all wish 

her well. Joining us are two new apprentices, Jack Willerton and Lucy Hoggett who will    

undertake the ‘Ann Sowerby Horticultural apprenticeship’ and the ‘1621 Horticultural      

apprenticeship’ respectively over the next two years.  

We also look forward to Toby Warren joining us at the beginning of October as the new Botanical Horticulturalist . Toby is a very 

experienced horticulturalist who has trained at Cambridge Botanic Garden and RHS Wisley. Toby will be working on the medicinal 

plant collection and the geographic collections around the perimeter of the Walled Garden. 

The support from our volunteers is crucial in caring for the collections. It has been a pleasure to welcome back volunteers to the  

Garden, now that the guidelines have permitted this. I would like to thank Peter Girling and his wonderful team of garden guides for 

giving free tours to visitors to the Garden, for which we receive glowing feedback on a regular basis. 

Our relationship with Bonn University Botanic Gardens has grown this year. I was able to visit Germany in August. Next year will see 

the 75
th

 anniversary of the twinning of Oxford and Bonn, and the Friends of Bonn Botanic Gardens are planning a visit to Oxford next 

summer; they would very much like to reciprocate our hospitality by hosting a visit from the Friends of Oxford Botanic Garden in 

2022. Our Apprentices would also benefit from an exchange programme. Food for thought.  

Finally it was with great pleasure that I was able to represent the Botanic Garden at a             

commemoration of Sir Henry Danvers, 1
st
 Earl of Danby, at the Church of Saint James The Great 

at Dauntsey Park House. Henry Danvers was a remarkable man as those of us who attended    

discovered. The occasion was a reminder of what a privilege it is to be a custodian of this historic 

Garden, and to play a part of its incredible story. 

Mark Brent. Curator of the Oxford Botanic Garden 

Photos: Mark Brent 

 

 

 

 

Photo 1: Michauxai campanuloides 

 Photo 2:   Henry Davers Commemoration 
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Friends of Westonbirt Arboretum 

 

Like many visitor attractions, 2021 has proved to be a challenging year at Westonbirt, but a year that has bought       

unexpected opportunities.  Possibly the headline for the year has been an encouraging increase in membership.  The 

lockdowns and various Covid related restrictions have emphasised the value of open spaces and nature.  As a result our 

membership rose from 35,900 at the start of 2021 to 38,800 (an increase of 8%).  As membership income is our major 

source of income, this has put us in a strong financial position to support future projects and in particular to promote 

our 10 year vision.  (To be a world leader in trees inspiring people through education, conservation and            

participation). 

A number of projects that have been in the pipeline for some time (and delayed by Covid) are now coming to fruition.  

As I write our new Quarantine House is being completed and will be handed over to the tree team in the next few 

weeks. 

 

 

T 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                       Figure 1: New Quarantine House (Forestry England) 

This replaces our old quarantine house and will ensure that we can continue to bring new material safely into the      

arboretum.  In turn, we are now able to play a full role in conservation projects such as supporting efforts to protect   

endangered Acer species.  This is being undertaken in conjunction with BGCI. 

Also, after two years of planning, our new Community Shelter is just starting to emerge from its groundwork.  This is 

jointly funded by FE, FoWA and grants from trusts.   It is built (almost) entirely of timber grown, harvested and milled on 

site.  The facility is deep in the woods and provides a safe space for underrepresented community groups.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Community  Shelter   

  (Forestry England) 
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The end-user groups designed the unusual structure to meet specific requirements. Some of the core requirements 
were that the shelter should be ‘a room without walls’ and ‘have no corners’ to make the space feel safe and reduce  
exclusion. 

This posed a significant challenge to the architects and engineers who had to convert a vision into a strong and safe 

structure from the materials in the immediate area.  8000 shingles for the roof have been made by volunteers from 

Western Red Cedar, again harvested on site. 

Future projects include constructing a shelter for our coppice team and volunteers as they work to restore 35 acres of 

derelict coppice.  We are also planning to extend the car park and provide EV charging points. 

Work continues with the development of a masterplan for the long term development of the arboretum.  A number of 

consultancy projects have been commissioned and the results of these are being pulled together to identify (and agree) 

priorities.  This will then be developed into a full business case for approval by FE. 

The easing of Covid restrictions means that after a year’s break we have been able to recommence training of the latest 

cohort of guides.  Some 14 ‘students’ have committed themselves to a programme that will take them at least 6 months 

before they are ‘let loose’ on the public.  While the training programme is overseen by FE, most of the delivery,       

mentoring and assessment is undertaken by volunteers. 

An exciting development has been the development of ‘sensing nature’ walks.  These aim to connect visitors to the    

arboretum, using their senses of touch, smell and hearing.  These walks are led by four visually impaired guides who 

have helped us develop these walks in ways that we would not previously attempt.  Much of the summer was spent  

developing the walks and they ‘went live’ in October and have been well received.  One big lesson for anyone who 

wants to replicate this elsewhere – guide dogs have a habit of stealing the show!! 

One major challenge at present is the new national membership scheme proposed by Forestry England (FE).  At present 

FoWA members can enter the arboretum as often as they like free of charge.  FE is proposing to introduce a national 

membership scheme that will apply across its entire estate.  This has the potential to significantly impact our           

membership income and in turn damage our ability to support the arboretum in the future.  As I write this, negotiations 

are continuing. 

We are also the only visitor attraction in the area that still requires visitors to book a visit on line.  There is evidence that 

this is discouraging members from re-joining and visiting the site.  We are currently in discussion with FE on the matter. 

Sadly our CEO, Mike Coe, left us before Christmas to take up the challenge of relocating Bristol Zoo to a new site on the 

outskirts of the city.  In the meantime, Felicia Willow has joined us on an interim basis while we seek to fill the role on a 

permanent basis. 

Martin Green 

Friends of Westonbirt Arboretum 

Photos:  Ally Cobb 
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Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh 

 

Impact of the Storms 21/22 on RBGE gardens  

 

So are we seeing more storms? Since November 2021, there seems to have been an extraordinary number of named 

Storms hitting various parts of the UK. The Met Office takes a      

measured approach to reporting these events indicating that ‘Stormy 

weather is not unusual in the winter and we only need to go back to 

the winter of 2013/14 to see a similar stormy winter.  During that   

period, there were atleast 12 major winter storms….and this was the 

stormiest period the UK had experienced for almost 20 years.’       

Perhaps our perception of increased storm activity is related to the 

naming of storms!  The reality over the past few months is that this 

winter’s low-pressure storms have wreaked extensive    damage to 

many forests and gardens – and infrastructure – and  sadly some 

lives have also been lost.   

As the Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh encompasses four gardens 

located in different areas in Scotland, each garden has been affected 

by a different storm.  Incredibly, Benmore Botanic Garden on the 

west coast of Scotland – which often does bear the brunt of stormy  

weather, has emerged relatively unscathed with only minimal branch damage.   

 

Storm Arwen (with northerly winds) arrived on 26th November 

2021, striking predominately the North and East of the country.  

Forested areas in Aberdeenshire and NE England were          

particularly badly affected with thousands of trees brought 

down.  Incredibly, the RBGE in Edinburgh escaped – but Dawyck 

Botanic  Garden in the Borders did sustain a considerable 

amount of damage. The two most significant losses were 

the Veitch's fir (Abies veitchii) and the much-cherished Flaky fir 

(Abies squamata) which were both heritage trees. The garden 

also lost an ageing example of Chamaecyparis Lawsoniana 

‘Headfortii’ which was decimated from part way up. In total 

when looking across the entirety of the damage done, Dawyck 

has lost around 10 trees in total so far. Although some trees 

were not completely destroyed in the storms, due to the extent 

of the damage, they will need to be completely removed as 

time allows.   

 

 

 

After getting off lightly with Storm Arwen, Storm Barra smashed into Logan Botanic Garden.  In the late afternoon on            

7th December 2021, Logan sustained the loss of approximately a dozen trees including some damage to some of its 

treasured and rarest specimens - the Filo Pastry Tree, Polylepis australis, lost two major boughs after a large branch came 

crashing down from a nearby Eucalyptus pauciflora.  Although this much beloved specimen has not been lost, it has     

totally changed the structure of the tree. An endangered Araucaria angustifolia which was approximately 5m tall was also 

blown over which was most upsetting.  Elsewhere in the garden several fine specimens of Eucalyptus were blown over 

leaving big holes in the perimeter planting. This damage ties in closely with predicted climate changes that are           

happening all around us. To future proof the garden at Logan, a new Griselinia littoralis hedge has been planted every 

year for the last 10 years which will provide the necessary shelter belts in the future and from which the garden is now 

starting to benefit. 

 

 
 

Photo 1—Dawyck Botanic Garden 

Photo 2—Logan Botanic Garden 
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Finally, Storm Malik arrived with Storm Corrie soon after at the beginning of February 2022.  This time, the Edinburgh 

garden did not escape. As gusts of wind reached 85 mph in parts of Scotland, bringing down trees, damaging buildings 

and leaving again thousands of people with no power, the RBGE had to close the garden to the public, with gusts of up 

to 62 mph being recorded in the garden. The highest wind speed average over a ten-minute period was at 08.30 on the 

morning of the 7th February when an average of 32 mph was recorded at the John Hope Gateway. 

Most of the damage occurred during Storm Malik.  Two trees were completely brought down: Pseudotsuga menziesii 

var. glauca and Chaemaecyparis lawsoniana.  The latter was particularly difficult to clear due to the way the canopy was 

caught in a neighbouring tree.    A large section of a beech tree came down.  The section which failed occurred at a 

branch union where there was evidence of some internal wood decay. Unfortunately, the fallen section from the beech 

landed on a fine specimen plane tree, breaking its branches and destroying over 50% of the canopy. Other large        

sections of trees were sheared off.  A specimen of Rhododendron pseudochrysanthum was blown over.  The condition of 

the stem meant that it could not be propped up and supported.  However, there was plenty of material for propagation. 

The Nursery team have taken buds for micropropagation.  This species is at risk in the wild and therefore, important to 

propagate replacement plants.  

The impact on the teams maintaining the gardens across all four sites resulting from these extreme weather events is 

enormous – it takes time and expertise to clear the debris, assess affected trees and take steps to ensure the gardens are 

safe and accessible.  The Friends recognise and appreciate the work that they carry out in the gardens in often challeng-

ing conditions. 
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Photo 3 Tackling a large branch—Edinburgh 
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